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Contact Arkadium, the supplier of these games of Gameshis Puzzling New Word Game combines a search for words with a jumble. Find famous film titles, phrases and more! Super-lands and life is a course on life on earth, alien life, as we look for life outside the earth, and what we teach us our place in the universe. In the last ten years astronomers
have made incredible progress in discovering planets outside our solar system. Thirty years ago, we only knew about the planets of our solar system. Now we know thousands of thousands surrounding neighboring stars. Meanwhile, biologists have earned a strong understanding of how life has evolved on our planet, up to the first cells. We can
describe how simple molecules can meet in the blocks of the building's life, and how those buildings could have become the cells that make up our bodies today. Super-Terre and Life concern how these fields, astronomy and biology, together with geology, can help you respond to one of our most powerful and first questions: are we alone in the
universe? Harvardx requires individuals who enroll at His courses on EDX to comply with the Terms of the EDX code: . Harvardx will take adequate corrective action in response to the violations of the code of honor EDX, which can include dismissal from the Harvardx course; revocation of any certificates received for the Harvardx course; Or other
remedies as the circumstances justify. No reimbursement will be released in the case of corrective actions for such violations. The subscribers that are taking Harvardx courses as part of another program will also be regulated by the academic policies of these programs. Harvardx pursues learning science. Recording as a student online in a HX
course, you will also participate in learning research. Read our research statement: Find out more. Harvard and Harvardx university undertakes to maintain an educational and safe and healthy work environment in which no member of the Community is excluded from participation, denied the benefits or subject to discrimination or harassment in our
program. It is expected that all members of the Harvardx community await Harvard policies for nondiscrimination, including sexual harassment and EDX service terms. If you have questions or concerns, contact Harvardx@harvard.edu and / or report your experience through the EDX contact form: :Ã¢ Harvardxsubject: Physicslevel:
IntroductoryPreReraquites: Language: EnglishVideo Transcript: English as you might be able to have life on earth as we find out the planets around other stars what makes a favorable planet for life as we look for life in our universe, this course consists of seven modules, which investigate The questions like: What is life? How was it born? How do you
change over time? What is a planet? How can we find and learn about the planets outside our solar system? How did the Earth changed over time? What do these changes mean to the evolution and survival of the living? How do the geological processes form the planets? How do these processes contribute to life? How many living planets are there?
How can we look for life? Incredible course. It gives a solid base on how life could be sorted on the ground and how to look for other living planets in the universe. This is a good introduction to astrobiology, with sections on life on earth and search for extrasolar planets and like these two subjects come together to determine how we can look for life
on other planets. The content is clear and informative, and the instructors are expert and engaging (including teachers We will often fly through our lives without stopping to appreciate them. It is important to reflect on the decisions that led us to where we are today.Wild (2014) follows the true story of a woman who has made 1,100 miles to
rediscover rediscover And recover from a decade of personal tragedies.sometimes must be lost to find yourselfcheryl Strayed (Reese Witherspoon) is pushed to imprudent and self-destructive behavior after the loss of the mother and dissolution of his marriage.with no trekking experience, embarks on the Pacific Crest Trail to find herself. She
demonstrates the courage of her and discovers strength and healing in the wilderness.everyone has a unique journey Journeythe is the perfect background for Cheryl for years to reveal pain that destroyed her life. Casual scales, the use of heroin, and the loss of her ended up his marriage and the scope of her to Rock Bottom. Cheryl complies with all
types of people along the way. She meets a man who welcomes her FamilyÃ ¢ s of her, the hiker, Greg, and the hunter who makes her fear for her .strayed soffety taken with the insecurity and abandonment of her. When she was asked if she never thinks of giving up, she jokes that she considers every two minutes. We learn that Shea s strongest that
you ever have action IMAGINED.EVERY Takes Up your LifeWe are the sum of all our action. We can fight with important life decisions, but our daily habits also have a chain effect on our lives. We tend to forget that everything is fleeting, but what we do things. Wild made me reflect on how I use my time. Am I putting enough value about
relationships and the family? I walked away from the movie deep feeling gratitude and motivation to continue working for a better life.embrace the unknown, I am everywherecheryl strayed finds its way through the wild, but his resounds history because we all have to overcome struggle.i You will give this film a 4/5 star quite different textures and
how to motivate and encourage it. Wild Watch to start your journey to discover sÃ ©. For almost four years, NASA's Kepler's Space Vehicle was wrong through space, watching our corner of the galaxy. He monitored more than 150,000 stars, looking for planets on the size of the land belonging to other solar systems. The mission has not disappointed;
Kepler has found countless examples of a type of planet known as a super land. These distant planets could remind you of home - they are rocky, smaller than gas giants, located near their star and in sport a relatively thin atmosphere. But they are much larger than the blue marble: these super-lands are a clamor from two to 10 times larger in bulk of
our land.Ã ¢ Because there are so many super lands outside, it implores the question: what would be it would be Successful our planet if they were two or even 10 times the size is now? Ã, Related: What happens if the earth was flat? It is possible that the land and the other internal planets of our solar system were directed in that direction, Mickey
Rosenthal, a doctorate candidate who studies the formation of the planet at the University of California, Santa Cruz, told Live Science. A theory is that the planet Gargantuan Jupiter has become like that it has cut access to the Cosmic Blocks blocks needed to make the internal planets larger - effectively hungry, Rosenthal said. No matter the reason
for the current dimensions of the earth, there is no way to really know what would happen to the Earth if it were super. But scientists have some ideas based on what they have learned of our distant cousins. For beginners, you would be brief Ã ¢ â,¬ "TU, MONTE EVEREST AND EVERY TREE in the California Sequoia National Park - Because if you
increase the size of a planet and keep everything else, even gravity increases. If if The earth was twice the size of its size, you would be heavier, because the strength of gravity increases as the density and the radius of the planet increase. It would take more energy for A gravitational pull, so the structures we have today would not be strong enough
to stay as high as they do now. With a larger planet and a stronger gravitational field, the Earth would also have experienced more collisions, Rory Barnes, a theoretical that studies the habitability of the planet at the University of Washington, told Live Science. As a superplanet, a greater gravitational attraction of the earth would be Attracts the
larger asteroids, so the "Armageddon-Type" collisions would become more than a concern than they are now, said Barnes.Ã ¢ If the hypothetical super-earth has been even bigger, for example, 10 times Its current mass, dramatic changes could start happening in the interior of the Earth. The iron core and the liquid mantle would also be 10 times
larger, and with more gravity that acts on a larger mass, the pressure under the earth's surface would increase. This high pressure could do yes that the iron core solidifies, said Barnes.ã, for now, the convection currents in our partially liquid core generate the magnetic field of the earth. But if the solidified nucleus, the currents would stop and the
magnetic field could be weakened or eliminated, said Barnes. If our magnetic field faded or disappeared, it would be bad for life on earth, Barnes said. Our magnetic field "scudes life on the planet by space wickedness", noted Barnes. Without it, charged particles flying through space, even call solar storms, could blame the earth. And these tiny
particles can cause all kinds of problems, including breaking DNA and increasing the risk of cancer, he said he. Barnes also emphasized that a larger interior could make the super-land more volcanically active than now. While the planet radius increases, there is more energy inside and less places for that energy to escape. More volcanic eruptions
would not be surprising, he said. Even the tectonics of the dish would be different from a super land. But the exact effect is still an open question. A larger cloak would also be hotter, probably causing more vigorous convection currents that would push the plates around more. On the contrary, it is possible that under high pressure, the crust was
totally melted together and plate tettonias would not exist at all. They enough on the super-lands that scientists have found so far, we can't really be a certain land even be habitable if it were a super land. The Kepler space telescope was the best in detecting the planets near their star - much closer than the earth is in the sun. Most of the super-land
known to science are almost close to their star as mercury is at our sun. For the land it is comparable, it would need to have an orbit of about 100 days, said Hilke Schlichting, an associate professor of Astrophysics The University of California, Los Angeles. That orbit could be habitable in systems with a smaller star in the sun, but if our land was the
one near our sun, all the water on the planet would vaporized, said Schlichting.Ã ¢ In other words, the land would be out of the Habitable area and, in essence, he would become a steam planet, he said. He said. SURRIVISIONTALLY, Many of the super-lands discovered so far seem to be rich in water, like whole worlds of water, Rodrigo Luger, the
Flatiron Foundation's Ukes at the center of the Simon Foundation for the computational astrophysics in New York City, said in an interview . It is possible that these planets are formed by large pieces of ice and then later migrated near their stars, which pushed their ice to melt, said. However, these planets may not be dressed, since their deep
oceans punish in a solid layer of ice. This ice is not formed by low temperatures, but with the intense pressure of the super deep ocean, which forces water molecules in a solid state. This layer of ice blocks any interaction between the atmosphere and the interior of the planet, which means that there is no carbon cycle (a process in which carbon
cyclist through the atmosphere, the ocean and the or no mineral exchange (which regulates the long-term temperature of the earth through an interaction between atmosphere and the mantle), according to Luger. This does not promote the habitability Ã ¢ â,¬ "At least for life as we know it. Reality is that scientists have more questions about the
super-lands of what they have no answers. And we do not fully understand the physics of our interior, much less than that of a planet many solar systems away, said Luger. We don't know what would happen if the earth was supersicised or closer to the Al But so far, it seems very lucky that we didn't live on a planet that is any of those things. Note
DELDITOR NOTE: This story has been updated to note that if the earth was twice as much as its mass, gravity would increase, but not twice as much. Furthermore, to clarify that super terrestrials are planets that are between two and 10 times the mass of our planet. Initially published on Live Science. Science.
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